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Introduction {#jcsm12550-sec-0005}
============

Cancer cachexia is a life‐threatening metabolic syndrome characterized by aberrant weight loss because of muscle atrophy, with or without an accompanying loss of adipose tissue.[1](#jcsm12550-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Cachexia is most prevalent in patients with lung, gastrointestinal, and pancreatic cancers[2](#jcsm12550-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jcsm12550-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#jcsm12550-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; however, it eventually develops in up to 75% of all cancer patients with advanced disease. When present, cachexia leads to severely decreased physical function and quality of life.[5](#jcsm12550-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, development of cachexia in cancer patients is highly associated with increased mortality, and it is well established that muscle loss itself is a powerful predictor of mortality in cancer patients.[6](#jcsm12550-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#jcsm12550-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#jcsm12550-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#jcsm12550-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#jcsm12550-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jcsm12550-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, cachectic cancer patients experience more frequent and severe toxicities in response to anti‐cancer treatments, often causing treatments to be reduced, which further impacts survival.[12](#jcsm12550-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Currently there are no approved anti‐cachexia therapies for the treatment of this devastating condition.[13](#jcsm12550-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jcsm12550-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} This may be due, at least in part, to a disjoint between the small number of pre‐clinical models that have been used to identify causal mechanisms and the complexity of the syndrome in the human condition. In this regard, there appears to be a growing recognition in the field that additional pre‐clinical models of cancer cachexia are needed.[15](#jcsm12550-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#jcsm12550-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#jcsm12550-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#jcsm12550-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}

To date, the vast majority of pre‐clinical studies of cancer cachexia have used the murine Lewis lung carcinoma and colon adenocarcinoma 26 (C26) models. While these models have given insight into the mechanisms of cancer cachexia, their translatability to humans may be limited; thus, additional models must be considered that could be more translatable to the human condition. We presently chose to model pancreatic cancer or more specifically pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC). Of all common malignancies, PDAC has the highest incidence rate of cachexia, affecting up to 80% of patients.[19](#jcsm12550-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, pancreatic cancer has a devastating 5‐year survival rate that remains below 9%.[20](#jcsm12550-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} Such profound morbidity may reasonably be associated with the high prevalence of cachexia in this population, making PDAC a good candidate cancer type for the study of cancer cachexia. To model PDAC cachexia, we utilized an orthotopic patient‐derived xenograft (PDX) model. This model has previously been established as a close model of human cancer.[21](#jcsm12550-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jcsm12550-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#jcsm12550-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#jcsm12550-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#jcsm12550-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} While it has not been extensively used in the field of cancer cachexia, its close phenotypic similarity to the human disease makes such lines of investigation natural.

With the PDX model, a tumour fragment, resected directly from a PDAC patient, is attached to the murine pancreas. Importantly, by implanting resected human tumour directly into mice, the cellular diversity of the tumour is preserved; Thus, any changes in gene expression or rearrangements that occur *in vitro* are avoided.[26](#jcsm12550-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#jcsm12550-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, by orthotopically attaching tumour directly to the pancreas, the tumour microenvironment is retained. This native environment is crucial in determining the biological behaviour of both the tumour and subsequent systemic response that induces cachexia.[28](#jcsm12550-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#jcsm12550-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Tumour metastasis to the liver and lungs occurs in this model,[30](#jcsm12550-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} which has been shown to be an important factor in the cachectic syndrome and is not a common feature in many pre‐clinical cancer cachexia models.[31](#jcsm12550-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#jcsm12550-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#jcsm12550-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, by transplanting tumours from PDAC patients into mice, cachexia is investigated through the lens of soluble factors derived from a patient tumour, which likely varies between individual cancer patients.[34](#jcsm12550-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, utilizing multiple cohorts of PDX mice (PDX mice implanted with tumours from different PDAC patients) supports identification of mechanisms of cancer‐induced muscle wasting that may be common among the pancreatic cancer patient population.

Another impedance to elucidating the molecular mechanisms driving cancer cachexia is the overwhelming focus of pre‐clinical studies on one select skeletal muscle, typically a specific limb muscle, as representative of the entire family of tissues. However, recently published work by Terry *et al*.[35](#jcsm12550-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} comparing the transcriptome of 11 different skeletal muscles from healthy mice revealed extensive transcriptional diversity with, on average, 13% of transcripts differentially expressed between any two skeletal muscles (range 1--36.5%). Such intrinsic differences may contribute to differential susceptibility of muscles to tumour burden, which could have significant implications in the development of effective clinical therapies. Therefore, in exploring potential mechanisms of muscle wasting in the PDAC‐PDX model, we chose to study two distinct muscles---the tibialis anterior (TA), a limb muscle; and the diaphragm (DIA), an essential respiratory muscle. We hypothesize that in doing so, we will identify genes and biological processes (BPs) that are distinct between the TA and DIA muscles in response to the same PDAC tumour. We further hypothesize that in studying these muscles in four cohorts of PDX mice implanted with tumour resected from four different PDAC patients, we will identify genes and BPs that are commonly changed within each muscle across the four cohorts of PDAC‐PDX mice.

The DIA was selected, in part, based on previously published data from our lab in the C26 model in which it showed a more pronounced pathology compared with limb muscles, including a greater decrease in specific force compared with that of soleus or extensor digitorum longus muscles.[36](#jcsm12550-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#jcsm12550-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, in other disorders that lead to muscle pathologies, such as muscular dystrophy, pre‐clinical models demonstrate a greater pathology in the DIA compared with limb muscles in terms of fibrosis, regenerative capacity, and myofibre atrophy.[38](#jcsm12550-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#jcsm12550-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#jcsm12550-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} As cachectic cancer patients experience DIA wasting that can progress to respiratory failure,[41](#jcsm12550-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} it is critical that we identify mechanisms of muscle wasting in respiratory muscles as well as limb muscles.

Materials and methods {#jcsm12550-sec-0006}
=====================

Orthotopic pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma‐patient‐derived xenograft mice {#jcsm12550-sec-0007}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Four cachectic PDAC patients underwent primary tumour surgical resection with curative intent at the University of Florida Health Science Center. Tumour biopsies were obtained and used to create PDX mice. Patient and resected tumour characteristics are detailed in Supporting Information *Table S1*; cachexia was defined as body weight loss greater than 5% from the time of PDAC diagnosis to tumour resection surgery. A fragment of resected tumour was initially implanted subcutaneously on the lower back of female NSG (NOD.Cg‐Prkdc^scid^ Il2rg^tm1Wjl^/SzJ) mice (Jackson Laboratory), creating first‐passage PDX mice. This first passage is used by us and others[30](#jcsm12550-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#jcsm12550-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#jcsm12550-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} to expand the tumour tissue, and subcutaneous implantation is used because this location can sustain larger tumours with less morbidity. When tumours reached 1.5 cm in diameter, they were resected, portioned into two‐by‐two millimetre sections, and implanted into mice orthotopically, sutured to the pancreas. The surgical procedure was performed using previously described methods.[30](#jcsm12550-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} Although not tested here, others have shown a high degree of genetic stability in PDXs when compared with the original pancreatic cancer specimen,[43](#jcsm12550-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} and we have previously demonstrated that PDXs retain morphological characteristics of the original pancreatic cancer specimen.[42](#jcsm12550-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} Four cohorts of mice were created with tumour resected from four individual PDAC patients. Age‐matched and sex‐matched control mice underwent a sham surgical procedure exactly the same as the PDX mice but without implantation of a tumour fragment. Mouse cohorts are denoted Cohort 1, Cohort 2, Cohort 3, and Cohort 4, corresponding to the patient from which their tumours were derived (Patient 1, Patient 2, Patient 3, and Patient 4) (*Table S1*). All PDX cohorts had tumours implanted between 10 and 20 weeks of age. Mice were maintained in a temperature‐controlled and humidity‐controlled facility with a 12‐h light/dark cycle, and water and standard diet were provided ad libitum. The described procedures were approved by the University of Florida Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and adhered to the guidelines on the recommendations in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institute of Health.

Tumour endpoint and tissue harvesting {#jcsm12550-sec-0008}
-------------------------------------

PDX and corresponding controls were euthanized when mice exhibited signs of severe cachexia such as weight loss, hunched posture, ungroomed fur, and had a body condition score ≤ 2. The total time from tumour implantation to this severe cachexia is shown in *Table S1* for each of the PDX cohorts and ranged from 65--181 days. Mice were anaesthetized with isoflurane, and the TA, gastrocnemius (GAS) complex (gastrocnemius, plantaris, and soleus), DIA, abdominal (ABD) muscle, and primary tumour were surgically dissected. ABD muscle was collected as a one‐by‐one centimetre square cut from the ABD wall within the right lumbar and umbilical region thus including part of the internal and external obliques and transverse and rectus abdominis (RA). TA, DIA, and ABD muscles were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen for biochemical analyses or embedded in optimal cutting temperature freezing medium and frozen in liquid nitrogen‐cooled isopentane (2‐methlybutane) for histological analyses.

RNA isolation, microarray, and transcriptome analyses {#jcsm12550-sec-0009}
-----------------------------------------------------

RNA was isolated from mouse TA, DIA, and ABD by homogenization in Trizol buffer (Invitrogen) followed by extraction with chloroform and precipitation with isopropanol. RNA was dissolved in nuclease‐free water. The quantity and purity of RNA was tested using High Sensitivity RNA ScreenTape Analysis with the Agilent TapeStation (Santa Clara, CA, USA).

RNA samples isolated from the TA, DIA, and ABD of Cohort 1 PDX mice and corresponding sham controls (*n* = 3 per group) were sent to Boston University Microarray and Sequencing Resource Core facility for amplification, labelling, and hybridization on the mouse Affymetrix Gene 2.0 ST array (Santa Clara, CA, USA). This microarray measures the expression of 30 654 well annotated coding transcripts, 5638 well annotated non‐coding transcripts, and 11 086 long intergenic non‐coding transcripts. These data were pre‐processed by the Boston University Microarray Core, then we performed differential gene expression analysis using the Broad Institute\'s GenePattern Comparative Marker Selection module in order to identify genes that were expressed at significantly different levels between sham and PDX muscle.[44](#jcsm12550-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} Mean differences were compared between the two groups using two‐tailed parametric *t*‐tests. This module was performed for each muscle type individually. For instance, PDX TA gene expression data were compared with that of sham control TA. ABD and DIA were similarly compared. Following this analysis, we identified differentially expressed genes in the PDX muscle as those having an *absolute fold change* ≥ 1.5 and FDRq ≤ 0.1. Up‐regulated and down‐regulated genes were analysed for each muscle using the DAVID Bioinformatics database[45](#jcsm12550-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} to identify enriched functional categories to which these genes annotate. Gene ontology (GO) analysis identified BP, molecular function (MF), and cell component (CC) categories enriched for each set of genes. Categories were then screened and excluded if less than four genes were annotated to it, findings were not significant, or fold enrichment was less than 1.5.[45](#jcsm12550-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} For the host patient (Px 1) from which the tumour for PDX Cohort 1 was derived, genes that showed an *absolute fold change* ≥ 1.5 compared with non‐cancer controls (*N* = 16) were entered into DAVID to compare enrichment scores for identified GO categories.

Following this analysis, RNA samples isolated from the TA and DIA of PDX Cohorts 2--4 and corresponding sham controls (*n* = 3 sham and *n* = 5 PDX for each muscle) were sent for microarray analysis, treated identically as Cohort 1. Thus, including TA and DIA samples from Cohort 1, we conducted a total of 60 arrays across the two muscles and four cohorts (*n* = 12 sham and *n* = 18 PDX for each muscle). Because the PDX tumours were obtained from different patients and Cohort 1 was profiled two years earlier than the others, there was clear separation between groups of samples with regard to cohort. Therefore, a linear mixed‐effects modelling approach was used to account for the cohort effect in this experiment. Such a model treats tissue and treatment as fixed independent variables and cohort as a random independent variable. This type of model has good power to identify genes that change with respect to each fixed effect (tissue, treatment, or the interaction of the two) while accounting properly for the random (cohort) effect. Genes up‐regulated or down‐regulated in response to PDAC tumour, using *absolute fold change* ≥ 1.5 and *q* ≤ 0.01 cut‐offs, were analysed using the DAVID Bioinformatics Database to identify enriched functional categories to which these genes annotate to as described previously. Additionally, for each set of genes, we performed gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA).[46](#jcsm12550-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#jcsm12550-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} To do this, for both the TA and DIA, we compiled the average gene expression for each cohort\'s sham and PDX group (*n* = 4 sham and *n* = 4 PDX) then analysed this with the publicly available GSEA 3.0 software, comparing our expression data with the C5: GO gene set (this includes BP, MF, and CC GO gene sets). We then narrowed down enriched categories to only those significant based on FDRq \< 25% as recommended by GSEA. The data discussed in this publication have been deposited in National Center for Biotechnology Information\'s Gene Expression Omnibus[48](#jcsm12550-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} and are accessible through Gene Expression Omnibus Series accession number GSE137985 (<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE137985>).

Histology {#jcsm12550-sec-0010}
---------

Using a microtome cryostat, 10 μm thick sections of the TA and DIA of each mouse were cut and transferred to positively charged glass slides. After \~1 h of air‐drying, they were stained with hemotoxylin and eosin (H&E) or with Masson\'s Trichrome, Aniline Blue Stain Kit (Newcomer Supply). All stained sections were imaged in our laboratory using a Leica DM5000B microscope (Leica Microsystems Bannockburn, IL). Cross‐sectional area (CSA) in the TA and DIA was measured from H&E‐stained sections using the publicly available ImageJ software by hand tracing fibre membranes and calculating the area within. For determination of average muscle fibre CSA and fibre size frequency distribution, *n* = 3--4 sham and 3--4 PDX mice were assessed from each cohort, and all sham measurements were compiled into one group. CSA of 150--300 fibres were measured per muscle. Collagen content was measured from Masson\'s Trichrome‐stained sections also using ImageJ software. Epimysial collagen was excluded from each image by tracing a border around the muscle cross section just below the epimysium for analysis. A threshold was set to create a black and white photo in which the dark areas corresponded to the blue‐stained collagen; this was then quantified as a percent of the total muscle CSA. For measurement of collagen content, *n* = 3--4 sham and 3--4 PDX mice were assessed from each cohort.

Quantification of serum cytokines in PDX mice {#jcsm12550-sec-0011}
---------------------------------------------

A human‐specific cytokine panel and a mouse‐specific cytokine panel were measured in the serum of all four cohorts of PDX mice and sham‐surgery control mice with the objective of comparing tumour‐derived factors (human) compared with host‐derived factors (mouse). Soluble analytes in mouse and human serum were assayed using the Milliplex® Mouse Cytokine/Chemokine Magnetic Bead Panel and the Milliplex® Human Cytokine/Chemokine Magnetic Bead Panel (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. Briefly, serum was incubated in multiscreen filter plates (EMD Millipore, San Jose, CA) with beads coated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. After washing, samples were incubated with detection antibodies for 1 h at 23 °C, followed by labelling with streptavidin‐phycoerythrin for 30 min at room temperature. Following washing, data were acquired on a Luminex 200® system running xPONENT® 3.1 software (Luminex, Austin, TX) and analysed using a five‐paramater logistic spline‐curve fitting method using Milliplex® Analyst V5.1 software (Vigene Tech, Carlisle, MA). Concentrations were determined using a standard curve and five parameter logistics to determine concentrations. Samples measured below the detectable range were given a value of 0. For mouse‐derived cytokines for which the sham serum cytokine concentration was greater than 0, an ordinary one‐way analysis of variance followed by a multiple comparisons analysis against the sham was used to determine significance.

Results {#jcsm12550-sec-0012}
=======

Skeletal muscle pathology in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma‐patient‐derived xenograft mouse model of cancer cachexia {#jcsm12550-sec-0013}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Orthotopic PDAC‐PDX mice developed cachexia in response to tumour burden, as demonstrated by decreased tumour‐free body weight and decreased mass of the TA and GAS complex (gastrocnemius, plantaris, and soleus) (*Figures* [1](#jcsm12550-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A and [1](#jcsm12550-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B). Cryosections of the TA, ABD, and DIA were subsequently stained with H&E. Similar to findings in other models of cancer cachexia,[49](#jcsm12550-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} the TA showed decreased muscle fibre size without any morphological signs of muscle damage. However, we found disrupted muscle architecture in the ABD and DIA, including increased extracellular space, irregularly shaped muscle fibres, increased number of mononuclear cells within the muscle, and necrotic fibres (*Figure* [1](#jcsm12550-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C; *Figure* [*S1*](#jcsm12550-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Importantly, these features are consistent with morphological pathologies identified in the RA of cachectic PDAC patients.[50](#jcsm12550-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}

![Skeletal muscle pathology in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma‐patient‐derived xenograft (PDAC‐PDX) mouse model of cancer cachexia. (A) Pancreatic cancer cachexia is modelled with PDAC‐PDX mice bearing tumour fragments derived from a cachectic pancreatic cancer patient. (B) PDX mice exhibit decreased tumour‐free body weight and decreased mass of the tibilais anterior (TA) and gastrocnemius complex (gastrocnemius, plantaris, and soleus). (C) Representative images of TA, abdominal (ABD) muscle, and diaphragm (DIA) stained with hemotoxylin & eosin show differential effects of tumour burden on these muscles\' gross morphology. (sham *n = 5* and PDX *n* = 10; ^**\***^ *P* \< 0.05).](JCSM-11-820-g001){#jcsm12550-fig-0001}

Transcriptomic analysis of the tibialis anterior, abdominal, and diaphragm of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma‐patient‐derived xenograft mice {#jcsm12550-sec-0014}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To gain further insight into the BPs that are altered in the TA, DIA, and ABD muscles of PDX mice, we conducted microarray analysis on *n* = 3 of each muscle in PDX mice and sham controls. Differentially expressed genes were defined as having an *absolute fold change* ≥ 1.5 and FDRq ≤ 0.1. Of the genes up‐regulated in ABD (1302), DIA (286), and TA (573), only 30 genes overlapped between all three muscles. Of the genes down‐regulated in ABD (1642), DIA (227), and TA (659), only 39 genes overlapped (*Figure* [2](#jcsm12550-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A). This indicates that tumour burden has a strikingly distinct effect on the transcriptome of these different muscles. We next performed DAVID Bioinformatics GO analysis to identify BP, MF, and CC categories enriched for each set of genes that are significantly up‐regulated or down‐regulated in each muscle (*Figure* [2](#jcsm12550-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B). For the up‐regulated genes in the TA, GO analysis identified categories consistent with processes that have previously been identified in the literature as associated with cancer‐induced muscle wasting including *apoptosis*, *protein catabolic process*, *oxidative stress*, and *lipid localization*.[51](#jcsm12550-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} For both the TA and ABD, many down‐regulated genes were related to the extracellular matrix (ECM), which is consistent with findings in the TA of cachectic C26 tumour‐bearing mice.[52](#jcsm12550-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} Also, for both muscles, down‐regulated genes annotated to *lipid storage* and *platelet‐derived growth factor binding*. Other enriched categories for down‐regulated genes in ABD were related to oxidative phosphorylation including *oxioreductase activity*, *NADH dehydrogenase activity*, *electron transport chain*, and *tricarboxylic acid cycle*. For genes up‐regulated in the ABD muscle, enriched categories included *proteasome complex* and *apoptosis* similar to the TA. For genes up‐regulated in the DIA, the majority of GO categories related to the immune response including *complement activation*, *cytokine‐mediated signalling*, and *response to wounding*. Additionally, we found categories related to the ECM enriched from genes up‐regulated in the DIA, which is in direct contrast to the TA muscle for which these genes were repressed. For genes down‐regulated in the DIA, the majority of enriched categories related to mitochondria and respiration including *mitochondrial lumen*, *mitochondrial matrix*, *oxidation reduction*, and *electron carrier activity*, many of which are also identified as enriched for down‐regulated genes in the ABD. These findings identify several overlapping and unique BPs dysregulated in different skeletal muscles in response to the same tumour burden.

![Transcriptomic analysis of the tibilais anterior (TA), abdominal (ABD), and diaphragm (DIA) of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma‐patient‐derived xenograft (PDX) mice. Microarray analysis was performed on TA, ABD, and DIA of PDX mice (and compared with TA, ABD, and DIA, respectively, of sham‐surgery controls). Genes up‐regulated or down‐regulated in the TA, ABD, and DIA of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma‐PDX mice were defined by an absolute fold change ≥ 1.5 and FDRq ≤ 0.1. (A) Venn diagrams show the number of differentially expressed genes for each muscle and the number of genes that overlap between them. Colour intensity in each segment corresponds to the percentage of genes in that segment compared with the total number of genes on the Venn diagram. (B) DAVID Gene Ontology analysis was performed to identify enriched biological process, molecular function, and cell component (CC) categories for each set of genes up‐regulated or down‐regulated in each muscle. Categories are graphed such that those with highest fold enrichment and lowest *P* value with be found in the upper right quadrant (*n* = 3 per muscle).](JCSM-11-820-g002){#jcsm12550-fig-0002}

Transcriptomes of the tibialis anterior, abdominal, and diaphragm of patient‐derived xenograft mice compared with pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma patient muscle {#jcsm12550-sec-0015}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the extent to which the BPs enriched in the TA, ABD, or DIA of PDAC‐PDX mice overlap with the BPs enriched in the skeletal muscle of cachectic PDAC patients, we compared our DAVID GO findings with those recently published by our lab in RA muscle biopsies from cachectic PDAC patients and weight‐stable, non‐cancer controls.[50](#jcsm12550-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} Enriched GO categories that overlap between patients and PDX muscles, and the enrichment score for those categories, are shown in *Table* [1](#jcsm12550-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. We also compared the enrichment of these same GO categories with the RA muscle of the host patient from which the tumour was derived. Interestingly, top GO categories enriched in the DIA of PDX mice showed the greatest overlap with top categories enriched in muscle from PDAC patients, including the host patient, followed by the ABD muscle, with the TA showing minimal overlap. Indeed, as mentioned previously, many categories related to the immune response are enriched from genes increased in the DIA of PDX mice, and many of these same categories are enriched from genes increased in the RA of cachectic PDAC patients, including the host patient. Moreover, the morphology of the DIA and ABD of PDX mice showed characteristics consistent with that of PDAC muscle (*Figure* [1](#jcsm12550-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C).[50](#jcsm12550-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} Critically, these findings imply that pancreatic tumour burden could elicit varying responses in different skeletal muscles in cancer patients, the future investigation of which could aid in the development of effective clinical therapies. Additionally, because the RA may not represent all skeletal muscles\' response to tumour‐burden in PDAC patients, further investigation may find that the TA of PDX mice provides translational value for skeletal muscles other than RA in cachectic PDAC patients.

###### 

Gene ontology terms enriched within tibialis anterior, diaphragm (DIA), and abdominal muscle of cachectic pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma‐patient‐derived xenograft mice that overlap with skeletal muscle of cachectic pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma patients

                                                    PDAC RA        Px 1 RA   PDX Cohort 1        
  ------------------------------------------- ------------------- --------- -------------- ----- -----
  Lymphocyte activation/B cell activation            11.3            3.5         6.7             
  Leukocyte activation                                7.1            6.9         4.9             
  Chemotaxis                                          7.0            2.7          4              
  Response to cytokine stimulus                       5.8            2.9         8.1              3.9
  Adherens junction                                   5.7            3.5         4.2        2.5  
  Response to insulin stimulus                        4.1            2.6                    3.6  
  Protein kinase activity                             4.0            3.0         2.7        1.6  
  Vaculature development                              3.4                        2.6             
  Actin filament‐based procesS                        3.0            5.0         3.3        1.9  
  Apoptosis                                           2.9            4.2                    5.9    3
  Response to wounding                                2.7            2.2          4              
  Vesicle                                             2.1            5.1                     3   
  Extracellular region/extracellular matrix           1.7            4.3         4.9             
  Plasma membrane part                                1.7            3.9         2.2        1.8  
  Down‐regulated gene ontology terms                                                             
  Cofactor biosynthetic process                      11.4            7.3         7.6             
  Mitochondrial part                                  2.9            5.6         4.7        2.6   1.7
  Mitochondrial lumen                                 1.8             2          5.4        2.6  
                                               Enrichment scores                                 

ABD, abdominal; DIA, diaphragm; PDX, patient‐derived xenograft; PDAC, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma; RA, rectus abdominis; TA, tibialis anterior.

DAVID Gene Ontology (GO) analysis was performed on differentially expressed genes (absolute fold change ≥ 1.5 and FDRq ≤ 0.1) in DIA, ABD, and TA muscles from cachectic PDAC‐PDX mice and compared with the top GO terms enriched in rectus abdominis (RA) muscle biopsies from cachectic PDAC patients based on a previously published microarray analysis (Judge SM, *JNCI Cancer Spectrum*, 2018). GO terms are ranked based on enrichment scores identified from PDAC RA. Enrichment scores of overlapping GO terms from each PDAC‐PDX muscle, as well as from the RA muscle of the host patient from which the PDX tumours were derived (Px 1), are indicated.

Differential histopathology in diaphragm and tibialis anterior muscle of multiple cohorts of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma‐patient‐derived xenograft mice {#jcsm12550-sec-0016}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When working with any cancer model, an accepted limitation is that the results may only be reflective of that model and not the broader patient population being modelled. The PDX model offers a unique opportunity in this regard because tumour fragments from different patients can be used, which may better reflect the patient population as a whole and therefore offer more clinical relevance. Thus, to expand our PDX findings beyond one cohort of mice implanted with tumour from one PDAC patient, we created an additional three cohorts of PDX mice using fragments of tumour resected from three different cachectic PDAC patients (*Figure* [3](#jcsm12550-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A; *Table S1*). The three additional cohorts of PDX mice each showed hallmark features of cancer cachexia including decreased tumour‐free body mass, muscle atrophy as represented by the TA and GAS muscles, and almost complete loss of gonadal fat stores (*Figure* [3](#jcsm12550-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B). The primary tumour weight was not significantly different between PDX cohorts, and there was no significant correlation between tumour size and tumour‐free body weight loss across the four cohorts of PDX mice or separately within each cohort (*Figure S2*). Although metastasis was observed in each cohort, metastatic burden was not quantified.

![Histological features of tibialis anterior (TA) and diaphragm (DIA) in three additional cohorts of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma‐patient‐derived xenograft (PDAC‐PDX) mice. (A) Three cohorts of PDX mice were created in addition to the first cohort analysed in Figures [1](#jcsm12550-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#jcsm12550-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}; each cohort is derived from a different cachectic PDAC patient. (B) Each cohort of PDX mice exhibited decreased tumour‐free body weight, decreased mass of the TA and gastrocnemius (GAS) and decreased gonadal fat mass (*n* = 5; ^\*^ *P* \< 0.05). Representative images of TA (C) and DIA (D) from PDX Cohorts 2--4 and corresponding sham‐surgery controls cross sectioned and stained with hemotoxylin & eosin. (E) Average muscle fibre cross sectional area for the TA and DIA are displayed as percent change from corresponding sham controls (*n* = 3--4; ^\*^ *P* \< 0.05). (F) Fibre size frequency distribution for the TA and DIA are shown for each cohort.](JCSM-11-820-g003){#jcsm12550-fig-0003}

From these three additional cohorts of PDAC‐PDX mice, we evaluated the histology and transcriptome of two muscles. We chose DIA because of our findings of its similarities with RA of cachectic PDAC patients, and the TA, because this muscle is widely studied in pre‐clinical models of cancer cachexia, thus our findings can be compared with these published data. Cross sections cut from the TA and DIA muscles of PDX Cohorts 2--4 were stained with H&E to assess gross muscle morphology and measure muscle fibre CSA. Similar to muscles from Cohort 1, these TA muscles showed no overt morphological disruption (*Figure* [3](#jcsm12550-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C) whereas the DIA showed mononuclear cell infiltration and increased extracellular space (*Figure* [3](#jcsm12550-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}D). Despite these differences, both muscles exhibited similar reductions in muscle fibre CSA across all cohorts (*Figures* [3](#jcsm12550-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}E and [3](#jcsm12550-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}F). These data confirm our earlier findings that morphologies of TA and DIA are differentially affected in PDAC‐PDX mice and that this pathology is not unique to Cohort 1 PDX mice.

Transcriptomic analysis of diaphragm and tibialis anterior muscle of multiple cohorts of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma‐patient‐derived xenograft mice {#jcsm12550-sec-0017}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To explore and expand on the differential effects of PDAC tumour‐burden on the mouse TA and DIA transcriptomes evident in the first cohort of mice, we performed microarray analysis on samples from TA and DIA from PDX Cohorts 2--4 (*n* = 3 sham and *n* = 5 PDX per muscle, per cohort). We first identified genes differentially expressed in each muscle of each cohort, using the same criteria we used for Cohort 1 (*absolute fold change* ≥ 1.5 and FDRq ≤ 0.1). Notably, these criteria resulted in substantial variability between the number of genes identified as significantly up‐regulated or down‐regulated for each muscle (*Figure S3*). However, there was consistency in the BPs and pathways enriched for the same muscle across PDX cohorts (*Figure S4*). Indeed, using GO and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analyses of genes up‐regulated in the DIA, we identified c*ytokine mediated signalling*, Janus kinase signal transducer and activator of transcription (*Jak‐STAT*) *signalling,* several immune‐related processes, as well as ECM up‐regulated in at least three out of four PDX cohorts. For genes down‐regulated in the DIA, *mitochondria* and *mitochondrial membrane* were enriched for all four PDX cohorts. *FoxO signalling* and *Jak‐STAT signalling* were enriched among genes up‐regulated in the TA for three out of four PDX cohorts, and ECM and *angiogenesis* were enriched from genes down‐regulated in the TA across all four PDX cohorts. Therefore, the four different patient‐derived tumours consistently elicit similar biological responses in the TA and in the DIA.

We next chose to identify genes differentially expressed in the DIA or TA with all four PDX cohorts analysed collectively. To do this, we used a linear mixed‐effects modelling approach. This accounts for variability in a given gene\'s expression that could occur because of the cohort from which the sample was derived rather than from the specific muscle from which the sample was derived. This approach increases the power to identify genes that change in response to the tumour in the TA or DIA while decreasing the chance of detecting false positives. Because of this increased power, we modified the criteria for significance to FDRq ≤ 0.01 while keeping *absolute fold change* ≥ 1.5. This identified 336 genes and 195 genes up‐regulated in the DIA and TA, respectively, and 196 genes and 265 genes down‐regulated in the DIA and TA, respectively. We subsequently performed DAVID GO and KEGG pathway analyses on these gene sets.

Enriched among genes up‐regulated in the TA were GO categories including *transcription factor activity*, *positive regulation of apoptotic process*, and *ubiquitin‐protein transferase activity* (*Figure* [4](#jcsm12550-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A; *Table S2*). Several genes previously linked to the muscle atrophy process annotated to these categories including *FoxO1*, *Fbxo32* (Atrogin‐1), and *Trim63* (MuRF1).[51](#jcsm12550-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Genes annotating to *ubiquitin‐protein transfer* included *Cblb*, *Ebe4a*, *Lnx1*, and *Nedd4l*, all of which encode E3 ubiquitin ligases, and additional genes annotating to *apoptotic process* included interleukin (IL)‐1β and Bcl2L1 (Figure [5](#jcsm12550-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). KEGG pathway analysis identified *circadian rhythm*, *apoptosis*, *FoxO signalling*, and *Jak‐STAT signalling* as some of the most enriched pathways from genes up‐regulated in the TA (*Figure* [4](#jcsm12550-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B).

![Collective analysis of the tibialis anterior (TA) and diaphragm (DIA) transcriptomes of four cohorts of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma‐patient‐derived xenograft mice. (A) Microarray analysis was performed on TA and DIA of Cohorts 1--4 patient‐derived xenograft mice (and compared with TA and DIA of respective sham‐surgery controls). The data were combined and analysed using a linear mixed‐effects modelling approach to determine genes differentially expressed in the TA and DIA in response to tumour burden. Significantly differentially expressed genes were defined by an absolute fold change ≥ 1.5 and FDRq ≤ 0.01, and these genes were analysed with DAVID Gene Ontology (GO) analysis. GO categories are graphed such that those with highest fold enrichment and lowest *P* value with be found towards the upper right quadrant. (B) Differentially expressed genes were analysed with DAVID Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analysis, and the top significantly enriched categories for each gene set are listed (note: no KEGG pathways were significantly enriched for genes down‐regulated in the DIA). (C) Enriched GO categories were also identified using gene set enrichment analysis, and one of the top enriched categories for genes down‐regulated in the TA and up‐regulated and down‐regulated in the DIA are shown (*n* = 3--4 per muscle per cohort).](JCSM-11-820-g004){#jcsm12550-fig-0004}

![Expression of select genes in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma‐patient‐derived xenograft tibialis anterior (TA) and diaphragm (DIA) annotating to enriched Gene Ontology categories. Microarray analysis was performed on TA and DIA of Cohorts 1--4 patient‐derived xenograft mice (and compared with TA and DIA of respective sham‐surgery controls). The expression data from all four cohorts were combined and collectively analysed using a linear mixed‐effects modelling approach in order to calculate the fold change and FDRq value for differentially expressed genes in the TA and DIA in response to tumour burden. Shown here is the expression data for selected genes of interest annotating to enriched GO categories defined in Figure [4](#jcsm12550-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}.](JCSM-11-820-g005){#jcsm12550-fig-0005}

For the genes down‐regulated in the TA, the vast majority of enriched GO terms related to the ECM (*Figure* [4](#jcsm12550-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A; *Table S3*). Annotating to these categories included genes for collagens I, III, V, VI, XIV, and XV. Also down‐regulated were small leucine‐rich repeat proteoglycans including *Fmod*, *Ecm2*, *Ktn*, *Prelp*, and *Podn*, as well as glycoproteins such as *Fn1* and *Fbn1*, among others (*Figure* [5](#jcsm12550-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). The most enriched KEGG pathways identified for genes down‐regulated in the TA included *ECM‐receptor interaction* and *PI3K‐Akt signalling*.

The most enriched GO terms for genes up‐regulated in the DIA were categories related to the immune system including *macrophage activation*, *major histocompatibility complex class II protein complex*, and *immunoglobulin mediated immune response* (*Figure* [4](#jcsm12550-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A; *Table S4*). Activation of inflammatory transcriptional programs in NSG mice may be counterintuitive given the immunocompromised nature of these mice. However, while NSG mice do lack natural killer cells, T cells, B cells, and a functional complement system, they produce functionally immature macrophages and dendritic cells as well as functioning neutrophils, which could be involved in DIA wasting in this model.[53](#jcsm12550-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#jcsm12550-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#jcsm12550-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} KEGG Pathway analysis identified several pro‐inflammatory pathways for genes up‐regulated in the DIA, including *IL‐22*, *TNF*, *toll‐like receptor*, Jak‐STAT, and *nuclear factor‐kappa B signalling* (*Figure* [4](#jcsm12550-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B). Additional GO terms for genes up‐regulated in the DIA were related to the ECM, and many genes annotating to these categories encode enzymes that function in ECM turnover and fibrosis. Several ECM structural protein‐encoding genes were up‐regulated including *Col1a1*, *Col1a2*, *Col3a1*,*Col6a5*, *Col8a1*, *Eln*, *Nov*, *Postn*, *Spon1*, *Thbs2*, and *Thbs4*. We also identified genes that encode ECM‐degrading proteases up‐regulated in the DIA, including *Adamts4*, *Adamts15*, *Mmp3*, *Hpse*, *Reln*, and *Lox*, suggesting activation of ECM remodelling. *Ctgf* and *Pdgfc* were also increased in the DIA, both of which can alone induce fibrosis through up‐regulation of ECM proteins and pro‐inflammatory factors.[56](#jcsm12550-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#jcsm12550-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#jcsm12550-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} This fibrosis‐related expression profile in the DIA is suggestive of expansion of fibro/adipogenic progenitors (FAPs), which are the predominant source of ECM‐protein expression following injury and inflammation in skeletal muscle.[59](#jcsm12550-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#jcsm12550-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, expression of IL‐33, predominantly secreted by FAPs in skeletal muscle, is also increased in PDX DIA.[60](#jcsm12550-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} An increase in the intramuscular FAP population along with infiltration of leukocytes would be consistent with that observed in PDAC patient RA.[50](#jcsm12550-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}

In order to assess the extent of fibrotic tissue deposition in the DIA, we stained cross sections of DIA with Masson\'s Trichrome to quantify collagen content. The DIA of all four PDX cohorts showed a significant increase in collagen content, with an average of 1.5‐fold to 2.8‐fold increase compared with DIA of controls (*Figure S5*). This is consistent with up‐regulation of pro‐inflammatory factors and ECM proteins that we found in the DIA. However, because inhibition of the immune system can prevent fibrosis in muscle disease,[61](#jcsm12550-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} DIA fibrosis would likely be greater in hosts with a fully functional immune system. Given the repression of ECM‐related genes and lack of any transcriptional indication of an inflammatory response in the TA, we hypothesized that collagen content would be unchanged. However, the TA muscles also showed a small but significant 1.3‐fold to 1.8‐fold increase in collagen content compared with TAs of sham‐surgery controls.

For genes down‐regulated in the DIA, several enriched GO categories related to the mitochondrion (*Figure* [4](#jcsm12550-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A; *Table S5*). Of these genes, many play a role in aerobic respiration including *Bcs1l*, *Cox11*, *Hccs*, *Ndufaf1*, *Pdp2*, *Pdss2* (DLP1), *Slc25a19*, and *Taco1*. Additional genes annotating to this category are involved in apoptosis, including *Alkbh7* and *Mtfp1*, and two genes encoding mitochondrial ribosomal proteins, *Mrpl34* and *Mrpl45*. This reduced expression of mitochondria‐related genes in the DIA of PDAC‐PDX mice aligns with published studies, which show mitochondrial deficits in cachectic tumour‐bearing hosts including altered mitochondrial biogenesis, fission/fusion, mitophagy, and mitochondrial function.[62](#jcsm12550-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#jcsm12550-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} Importantly, our findings are also consistent with repression of mitochondrial‐related genes in the skeletal muscle of cachectic PDAC patients.[50](#jcsm12550-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}

As a means to confirm our findings in an alternative bioinformatics platform, we performed GO analysis on PDX TA and DIA microarray data using GSEA. This is unique from DAVID in that GSEA uses the expression data from each gene measured in each sample and creates a ranked list according to the average fold change (PDX muscle compared with sham). Based on this ranked list, GSEA analysis identifies GO gene sets that are overrepresented among the most up‐regulated or down‐regulated genes. In support of our DAVID findings, we found that the most enriched category for down‐regulated genes in the TA was ECM *component*, that one of the most enriched categories for up‐regulated genes in the DIA was *adaptive immune response*, and that one of the most enriched categories for down‐regulated genes in the DIA was *cellular respiration* (*Figure* [4](#jcsm12550-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}C).

Shared effects of pancreatic cancer on tibialis anterior and diaphragm transcriptomes {#jcsm12550-sec-0018}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate potential shared molecular mechanisms of wasting in both muscles, we overlapped differentially expressed genes identified from the DIA and TA of all four PDX cohorts. This identified 34 genes that were commonly up‐regulated and 62 genes that were commonly down‐regulated in both muscles based on our criteria of *absolute fold change* ≥ 1.5 and FDRq ≤ 0.01 (*Figure* [6](#jcsm12550-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A; *Table S6*). For each set of overlapping genes, we performed GO and KEGG pathway analysis using DAVID. The most enriched GO term for up‐regulated genes was *cytokine receptor activity*, and the most enriched KEGG pathway was *Jak‐STAT signalling* (*Figure* [6](#jcsm12550-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B). There were four cytokine receptors that annotated to these categories: *IL6ra* (IL‐6 signalling), *Osmr* (oncostatin M and IL‐31 signalling), *Csf2rb* \[IL‐3, IL‐5, and granulocyte‐macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM‐CSF signalling)\], and *Csf2rb2* (IL‐3 signalling) (*Figure* [6](#jcsm12550-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}C). Each of these cytokine receptors are pro‐inflammatory and activate the Jak‐STAT pathway that has previously been implicated in cancer‐induced muscle wasting.[64](#jcsm12550-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} Further supporting activation of this pathway, we found *Stat3* up‐regulated in the TA and DIA 1.8‐fold and 1.6‐fold, respectively (*Figure* [5](#jcsm12550-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). The GO term *positive regulation of cell proliferation* was also enriched for commonly up‐regulated genes. Based on the specific genes that annotated to this category, this may relate to proliferation of fibroblasts or other non‐muscle cell types based on the known role of galectin 3 and IL‐6/oncostatin M signalling pathways in activation of fibrosis and inflammation.[65](#jcsm12550-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#jcsm12550-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#jcsm12550-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} *PI3K‐Akt signalling* was an enriched KEGG pathway for commonly up‐regulated genes; however, *Ddit4* and *Eif4ebp1* annotated to this category, which are inhibitors of the PI3K‐Akt pathway. Therefore, this may reflect repression of this pathway rather than activation. Several up‐regulated genes annotating to the enriched GO and KEGG terms play a role in innate immunity as either pro‐inflammatory or anti‐inflammatory factors, or both, depending on the physiological context, including *Lgals3* (galectin 3), *Serpina3n*, *Sema7a* (CD108), *Entpd1* (CD39), and *Lcn2*.[66](#jcsm12550-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#jcsm12550-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#jcsm12550-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#jcsm12550-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#jcsm12550-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#jcsm12550-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#jcsm12550-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} This suggests that the immune response is potentially being dysregulated to some degree in both TA and DIA.

![Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analyses of genes up‐regulated or down‐regulated in both the tibialis anterior (TA) and diaphragm (DIA) of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma‐patient‐derived xenograft (PDX) mice. Microarray analysis was performed on TA and DIA of Cohorts 1--4 PDX mice (and compared with TA and DIA of respective sham‐surgery controls). The data were combined and analysed using a linear mixed‐effects modelling approach to determine genes differentially expressed in the TA and DIA in response to tumour burden. Significantly differentially expressed genes were defined by an absolute fold change ≥ 1.5 and FDRq ≤ 0.01. (A) The number of genes similarly up‐regulated or down‐regulated in both the TA and DIA is shown. Shared genes were analysed with DAVID GO and KEGG pathway analyses. Colour intensity in each segment corresponds to the percentage of genes in that segment compared with the total number of genes on the Venn diagram. (B) Significantly enriched GO terms and KEGG pathways are listed for commonly up‐regulated genes. (C) Specific genes that annotated to one or more of the enriched categories are listed, and the GO or KEGG term to which they annotated is indicated by a number that corresponds to the number for the category in (B). Also shown is the fold change in expression for each gene in the TA and DIA of each cohort of PDX mice. The same analysis was performed on commonly down‐regulated genes, and enriched GO terms for the down‐regulated genes are listed (D) along with specific genes\' fold change expression in the TA and DIA of each cohort of PDX mice (E).](JCSM-11-820-g006){#jcsm12550-fig-0006}

The most enriched GO term from commonly down‐regulated genes in the PDX TA and DIA was *mitochondrion* (*Figure* [6](#jcsm12550-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}D). Many of the genes annotating to this category play a role in oxidative phosphorylation including *Bcs1l*, *Rtn4lp1* (Nogo‐interacting mitochondrial protein), and *Lace1* (*Figure* [6](#jcsm12550-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}E).[74](#jcsm12550-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}, [75](#jcsm12550-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#jcsm12550-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} There were additional repressed genes that annotated to *cytosol* or *membrane* that play roles in energy metabolism, including *Tfrc* (transferrin receptor protein 1), which is a critical regulator iron uptake[77](#jcsm12550-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"} and *Irs1*, which encodes an adapter protein and signal transducer for insulin‐mediated activation of the insulin‐like growth factor 1 receptor. Conversely, also repressed was *Grb14*, which encodes an adapter protein that inhibits insulin signalling through the insulin receptor.[78](#jcsm12550-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}, [79](#jcsm12550-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} *ATP binding* was also enriched. One gene annotating to this category is a purinergic signalling receptor, *P2ry1* (P2Y1), shown to be involved in regulation of intracellular Ca^2+^ concentration.[80](#jcsm12550-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} Two additional genes annotating to this GO category are chaperone proteins, *Map 2k6* (MAPKK6) and *Dnaja4* (HSP40). HSP40 is a critical regulator of the ATPase activity of HSP70.[81](#jcsm12550-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} Loss of HSP70 has been shown to induce muscle atrophy, contractile dysfunction, and decrease regenerative capacity.[82](#jcsm12550-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#jcsm12550-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, decreased HSP40 could result in impaired functioning of HSP70, thereby contributing to muscle atrophy. Also annotating to *ATP binding* is *Nmrk2* (ITGB1BP3), which plays a rate‐limiting step in maintenance of NAD^+^ in skeletal muscle.[84](#jcsm12550-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} These data, in conjunction with the repression of mitochondria‐related genes, suggest an impairment in energy production in both TA and DIA.

Serum cytokine profile of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma‐patient‐derived xenograft mice {#jcsm12550-sec-0019}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to allowing for the study of muscle pathology in response to patient tumours, the PDAC‐PDX model also provides the unique opportunity to identify circulating factors released from human‐derived pancreatic tumours, as well as the host‐derived cytokines released in response to each unique tumour. Similar to cancer patients, including PDAC patients, there was substantial heterogeneity in the levels of cytokines between PDAC‐PDX cohorts. However several tumour derived (human) cytokines were still commonly increased, including eotaxin, IL‐7, IL‐1RA, IL‐4, IL‐12(p40), macrophage‐derived chemokine, and Fractalkine, which were each elevated in three of the four cohorts, and growth‐related oncogene (GRO) and IL‐8, which were both elevated in all four cohorts (*Figure S6*). GRO levels were particularly high, ranging from 365 to 5081 pg/mL across cohorts, while IL‐8 levels ranged from 75 to 979 pg/mL across the four cohorts. Because of the high sequence homology (\>86%) between GRO alpha, GRO beta, and GRO gamma,[85](#jcsm12550-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} the multiplex assay used does not distinguish between each. Therefore the increase in GRO could be due to an increase in one or more of the GRO proteins. Functionally, all three GRO proteins are powerful neutrophil chemoattractants[86](#jcsm12550-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"} and are involved in cancer metastasis,[87](#jcsm12550-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"} angiogenesis, and wound healing.[88](#jcsm12550-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} Whether they are also involved in cachexia is, to our knowledge, currently unknown. However, CXCL1/KC, the mouse homologue of GRO alpha, is also released from murine tumour cells and has been established to impair muscle regeneration and satellite cell homeostasis,[89](#jcsm12550-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"} which are implicated in cancer‐associated muscle wasting.[90](#jcsm12550-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, the GRO proteins are structurally related to IL‐8 and commonly engage the CXCR2 receptor. In fact, recently published data from our lab demonstrate that IL‐8 released from human pancreatic cancer cells is causative in atrophy of muscle cells via CXCR2,[91](#jcsm12550-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} and clinical data show that serum IL‐8 levels positively correlate with weight loss and negatively correlate with muscle mass in pancreatic cancer patients.[92](#jcsm12550-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, it is possible that the GRO proteins exert similar effects, but this remains to be tested.

Host‐derived (mouse) cytokines also showed heterogeneity between cohorts, with no factors commonly increased in three or more of the cohorts. However, G‐CSF, IL‐10, IL‐12 (p70), monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (CCL2), and macrophage inflammatory protein‐1α were significantly increased in two of the four PDX cohorts compared with sham controls, and GM‐CSF, IL‐1α, IL‐6, KC, and macrophage inflammatory protein‐2 were significantly elevated in one of the four PDX cohorts (*Figure S7*).

As previously noted, *cytokine receptor activity* was the most enriched GO term for differentially expressed genes identified from DIA and TA of all four PDX cohorts, and *IL6ra*, *Osmr*, *Csf2rb*, and *Csf2rb2* were the four cytokine receptors annotating to this category. Of the ligands that can engage these receptors, IL‐6, IL‐5, and GM‐CSF were present on the multiplex panels. Mouse IL‐6 was elevated in PDX Cohorts 1, 2, and 4, although only significantly so in Cohort 4, while human IL‐6 was increased in PDX Cohort 4 only. Mouse GM‐CSF was elevated in PDX Cohorts 2, 3, and 4, although only significantly so in Cohort 2, while human GM‐CSF was increased in PDX Cohorts 1 and 4. Neither mouse nor human IL‐5 was changed in any PDX cohort. These combined findings suggest that IL‐6 and/or GM‐CSF signalling could play a role in the PDAC‐PDX‐induced muscle wasting through increased engagement of their cellular receptors, in at least some of the cohorts. Indeed, it is likely that different combinations of circulating factors drive cachexia in each patient exhibiting cachexia. The PDAC‐PDX model could, therefore, be useful in testing anti‐cachexia therapies that target specific cytokines to determine the breadth of responsiveness across cohorts. Indeed, therapies that show a broad positive effect in PDAC‐PDX mice from multiple patients, which we demonstrate display cytokine heterogeneity similar to patients, may have greater translational potential.

Conclusions {#jcsm12550-sec-0020}
===========

In the current study, we studied four cohorts of orthotopic PDX mice derived from four individual cachectic PDAC patients to identify the histological and transcriptional effects of human pancreatic tumours on distinct skeletal muscles. Our findings demonstrate a differential susceptibility of muscles to human‐derived pancreatic tumours, which could be due to a variety of reasons including proximity to tumour or divergent physiology, metabolism, morphology, or intrinsic transcriptome. It is important, therefore, that data derived from one skeletal muscle not necessarily be considered as representative of skeletal muscle in general, without first considering whether the biological mechanisms are conserved across other muscles. Here we identify a subset of 96 genes that are differentially regulated in the TA and the DIA muscles of mice implanted with human pancreatic tumours derived from four heterogeneous PDAC patients. This gene set may, therefore, contain viable interventional targets to more broadly counter muscle wasting in response to pancreatic cancer, however, this remains to be tested.
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**Figure S1**. Skeletal muscle pathology of PDAC‐PDX mouse abdominal muscle (ABD) and diaphraghm (DIA). Additional representative images of ABD (A) and DIA (B) stained with Hemotoxylin & Eosin (H&E) form cathectic PDAC‐PDX mice and corresponding sham‐surgery controls (cohort 1).

**Figure S2**. Relationship between tumour size and whole body wasting in PDAC‐PDX mice. (A) Average tumour weight for each cohort of PDX mice. (B) Correlation between average percent body weight loss from each cohort of PDX mice and average tumour weight loss from each cohort of PDX mice, (C) Correlation between percent body weight loss and tumour weight loss within each cohort of PDX mice.

**Figure S3**. Microarray analysis of the TA and DIA of PDAC‐PDX mice Cohort 2‐4. Microarray analysis was performed TA and DIA of PDAC‐PDX mice cohorts 2, 3 and 4 (and compared to and DIA respectively of sham‐surgery controls). Genes upregulated or downregulated in the TA and DIA of PDAC‐PDX mice in each cohort were defined by an absolute fold change≥1.5 and FDRq≤0.1. Venn diagrams show the number of differentially expressed genes for each muscle and the number of genes that overlap between them. Colour intensity in each segment corresponds to the percentage of genes on the Venn diagram. (*n = 3 per Sham muscle, n = 5 per PDX muscle*.)

**Figure S4**. Enriched Gene Ontology (GO) Categories and KEGG Pathways for genes up‐ or downregulated in the TA and DIA of PDAC‐PDX mice using DAVID Bioinformatics Database. Microarray analysis was performed on TA and DIA of PDX mice Cohort 1‐4 (and compared to TA and DIA respectively of sham‐surgery controls. Genes upregulated of downregulated in the TA and DIA of PDAX‐PDX mice in each cohort were defined by an absolute fold change≥1.5 and FDRq≤0.1. DAVID GO and KEGG Pathway analysis was performed for each set of genes upregulated of downregulated in each muscle seperately for each cohort. GO and KEGG terms commonly enriched in 2 or more cohorts are graphed here based on fold enrichment.

**Figure S5**. Collagen deposition in PDAC‐PDX mouse TA and DIA. Representative images of TA (A) and DIA (B) of PDAC‐PDX mice Cohorts 1‐4 and corresponding sham‐surgery controls cross sectioned and Masson\'s Trichrome‐stained. Quantification of the collagen content (blue) in the TA (C) and DIA (D). (*Epimysial collagen exclude from quantification, n = 3, \*P \< 0.05*)

**Figure S6**. Analysis of tumour‐derived cytokines in the serum of PDAC‐PDX mice and controls. Human‐derived cytokine concentrations in the serum of Cohort 1‐4 PDAC‐PDX mice and controls are shown. The sham‐surgery control group is the pool of the sham‐surgery controls from each of the four cohorts of mice (n = 9 total). PDX Cohort 1 (n = 9), Cohort 2 (n = 5), Cohort 3 (n = 5) and Cohort 4 (n = 5). *(Ordinary one‐way ANOVA followed by multiple comparisons analysis of each PDX cohort compared to sham control)*

**Figure S7**. Analysis of host‐derived cytokines in the serum of PDAC‐PDX mice and controls. Mouse‐derived cytokine concentrations in the serum of Cohort 1‐4 PDAC‐PDX mice and controls are shown. The sham‐surgery control group is the pool of the sham‐surgery controls from each of the four cohorts of mice (n = 9 total). PDX Cohort 1 (n = 9), Cohort 2 (n = 5), Cohort 3 (n = 5) and Cohort 4 (n = 5). *(Ordinary one‐way ANOVA followed by multiple comparisons analysis of each PDX cohort compared to sham control)*

**Table S1**. Characteristics of each patient from which each of the four cohorts of PDX mice were derived.

Table S2. DAVID Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of genes upregulated in the tibialis anterior of PDAC‐PDX mice (combined analysis of all four cohorts using the LME statistical model) with a fold change≥1.5 and FDRq≤0.01.

**Table S3**. DAVID Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of genes downregulated in the tibialis anterior of PDAC‐PDX mice (combined analysis of all four cohorts using the LME statistical model) with a fold change≤‐1.5 and FDRq≤0.01.

**Table S4**. DAVID Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of genes upregulated in the diaphragm of PDAC‐PDX mice (combined analysis of all four cohorts using the LME statistical model) with a fold change≥1.5 and FDRq≤0.01.

**Table S5**. DAVID Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of genes downregulated in the diaphragm of PDAC‐PDX mice (combined analysis of all four cohorts using the LME statistical model) with a fold change≤‐1.5 and FDRq≤0.01.

**Table S6**. Genes significantly up‐ or downregulated in *both* the diaphragm and tibialis anterior of PDAC‐PDX mice (combined analysis of all four cohorts using the LME statistical model) with a ‐1.5 ≥ fold change≥1.5 and FDRq≤0.01.
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